10" RAHNBRD ROUND PLASTIC VALVE BOX AND LID - GREEN-LAWNS, BLACK-PLANTING AREAS, MULCHED AREAS

NOTE: SET TOP OF BOX EVEN WITH FINISH GRADE IN TURF AREAS.

FINISH GRADE

SPECIFIED MULCH - SEE PLANTING PLANS

10" RAHNBRD ROUND PLASTIC VALVE BOX AND LID - GREEN-LAWNS, BLACK-PLANTING AREAS, MULCHED AREAS

2" MINIMUM IRRIGATION MAINLINE

18" - 24" DEPTH

DRAIN ROCK 2" MIN. BEYOND PERIMETER OF VALVE BOX

INSTALL DRAIN ROCK 2" MIN. BEYOND PERIMETER OF VALVE BOX

PVC SCHEDULE 80 NIPPLE (TYP) (LENGTH AS REQUIRED)

PVC SCHEDULE 80 THREADED CAP

BRONZE GATE VALVE

6" MIN. PVC SCHEDULE 80 FEMALE ADAPTER (TYP)

8" MIN. PVC CLASS 160 PIPE (LENGTH AS REQUIRED)

DRAIN ROCK 12" MIN. DEPTH

36" MIN. DEPTH